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Data on decision-making

• EIGE now entirely responsible for the collection and 
dissemination of WMID data

• Some of the data previously published by the Commission 
were already disseminated on EIGE’s Gender Statistics 
Database (GSD) but they were incomplete and not up-to-date

• Presentation will inform on developments since takeover

Commission database on women and men in decision-making 
(WMID) taken over by EIGE in January 2017

EIGE is now the primary source of data



Dissemination: improvements

• All datasets previously published by DG JUST now available 
through the GSD. 

• Datasets and views rationalised to ensure no redundancy, 
data grouped only when they share code tables and the same 
update schedule/frequency

• All datasets now include both absolute numbers of women 
and men as well as percentage shares

• Added support for data with sub-annual frequency and time-
sensitive axes 

Improvements made during 2017 include:

Complete data and improved accessibility



Example of sub-annual frequency



Dissemination: ongoing work

• Capacity to better visualise data without a country dimension 
or with a sub-national dimension (horizontal bar charts).

• Pre-defined tables. In response to user requests, Excel files 
with ready-made tables similar to those published by DG JUST 
will be made available, though with much improved style and 
functionality. 

In addition to the ongoing work to improve the interface of the 
GSD generally (e.g. data tables), two current developments are 
being made in response to issues specific to WMID data

Some further improvements are in progress



Example: horizontal bar charts



Example: pre-defined tables



Dissemination: metadata

Dataset information gives key methodological information and 
links to full WMID methodology and mapping tables

All WMID datasets have extensive metadata



Dissemination: metadata

Each dataset also has full 
reference metadata, 
compiled using the Eurostat 
ESMS standard (Euro-SDMX 
Metadata Structure), which 
includes information on data 
quality, comparability 
through time, etc.

All WMID datasets have extensive metadata



Data collection

• National academies of science and research funding 
organisations: responding to needs of Gender Equality Index 
for data in the social power dimension

• Parliamentary bureaus and parliamentary committees: 
responding to needs of EIGE’s tool for measuring the gender 
sensitivity of parliaments

The coverage of the WMID data and the frequency and schedule 
of collection are being maintained as per the previous 
Commission database. There is also ongoing work to review 
methodological specifications and ensure quality.

Some new data have also been collected:

Coverage and quality maintained and improved


